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ABSTRACT 
Bayesian predictive intervals for future observations from a future sample from the generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) 
based on generalized order statistics (GOS) are obtained when the shape parameter θ is unknown. We consider two 
cases: (i) fixed sample size (FSS), and (ii) random sample size (RSS).Some closed forms for the Bayesian predictive 
functions are obtained. Finally examples are calculated for the lower and the upper bounds of the future observations in 
cases when the future sample is ordinary order statistics (OOS), record values and progressive type II censoring with 
different values for the scale parameter σ. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) was firstly introduced by Pikands [1]. After that it has been applied to many areas 
including physical and biological processes, reliability studies and the analysis of environmental extremes, estimation of 
the stable index α to measure tail thickness, modeling the peaks over a threshold stream flows and rainfall series and 
analyzing flood frequencies and wave heights and others. Considering a random variable X has GPD, the cumulative 
distribution function of X can be expressed as  















xF                        (1)  
 and the probability density function (pdf) of GPD is given by 




















xf                               (2) 
where θ is the shape parameter and σ is the scale parameter. See [2]. 
         In many practical problems such as medicine, engineering and business, observers wish to use previous data to 
predict a future observation from the same population. Due to this, prediction bounds for future observations have been 
discussed by many authors, [3-9] among others.  
         Suppose that ,0,,...,, ,~,,,~,,2,~,,1 nkmnrkmnkmn kXXX nnn   are the first r GOS failure times from a GOS sample of 















,  be a second independent GOS sample of size N of future observations 






NMMMM .Let Zs denotes the s
th
 GOS in the future sample 
where Ns 1 , our aim is to predict bounds of sZ  based on the observed sample in cases of  the sample size N is 
fixed and a random variable distributed as (i) Poisson distribution (ii) binomial distribution. The pdf of the GOS Zs was 
introduced by Kamps [10] in case of MMMM N  121 ... for M = -1 and M ≠ -1 then for jiMM ji  ,  by 
Kamps and Gather [11]     
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The likelihood function of the given r GOS is given by 



















   .                    (5) 
See [10], where )( ixf  and )( ixF are the pdf and the cdf of iX , and 












ij minkC   for 1,...,2,1  nr  .                                  (6) 
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Substituting (1) and (2) into (5), we get 







                                                                        (7) 
where 


























 .        (8) 
       Assuming that the shape parameter θ is the only unknown parameter, and θ has the inverted gamma distribution 
defined by 
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where α and β are assumed to be known. Using (7), the posterior distribution of θ can be obtained as 

























                                                                        (10) 
2. PREDICTION BOUNDS WHEN THE SAMPLE SIZE IS FIXED 
In this section Bayes predictive density function )( xzs  for the future observation sz  from the future sample with fixed 
sample size N is obtained in three cases ofM
~
. 











is a future independent GOS sample both are from the same 
population having the GPD, Then the 100τ% Bayesian prediction bounds for the s
th
 GOS Zs, 1≤ s≤ N are obtained by 
solving the following equations with respect to t: 
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where


























Y 1ln .                              (12)                          
Proof  Substituting (1) and (2) into (3), the pdf of the GOS
 s
Z  reduces to 
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where )1ln(

szA  . 
Substituting (10) and (13), noting that, for the case when M ≠ -1 using the binomial expansion, the Bayesian predictive 
density function of the future GOS sZ  takes the form 
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                                                                                                                                                              (14) 
Let L(x) and U(x) are the lower and the upper limits of the 100τ% Bayesian prediction interval for the GOS sz  such that pr 
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The Bayesian prediction bounds for the GOS sZ are obtained by evaluating s
t
ss dzxzxtz   

 )|()|Pr(  for some 
value of t and so the required result follows.                                                                            ■ 
2.1 Bayesian prediction bounds when the future sample is a record sample 
      We can get Bayesian prediction bounds for the upper record zs from the future upper record sample when the given 
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2.2 Bayesian prediction bounds when the future sample is OOS. 
    Given a GOS sample and assuming that the future sample is OOS sample, Then by putting K=1 and M=0, (11) 
reduce to 





































s .                                 (17) 
2.3 Bayesian prediction bounds when future progressively type-II censored sample 
          Bayesian prediction bounds of the progressively Type-II censored order statistic zs can be obtained by setting 
ii RM   for 11  li , }1,...,2,1{  Nl  and ,1 ll R },...,2,1{ ls  
in (11),see [11, 12]. 
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3. PREDICTION BOUNDS WHEN THE SAMPLE SIZE IS A RANDOM VARIABLE 
      Assuming the sample size N is a random variable, the predictive density function of sz  is given by  











),(  ,                                                                 (20) 
where )(Nv is the probability mass function (pmf) of N and )( xzs  is Bayes predictive density function of the future 
GOS Nszs ...,,2,1,  , see [13]. 
Remark 3.1 When K is independent of the sample size N, the 100τ% Bayesian prediction bounds for the s
th
 GOS Zs when 
M =-1 are independent of the sample size too. Hence Bayesian prediction bounds for the record value Zs which obtained 
in (16) will have the same formula when the sample size is a random variable. 
 
3.1 When N has a Poisson distribution  
   Here, setting the sample size N as a random variable having a Poisson distribution with pmf given by  















                                               (21) 
Replacing ν(N) in (20) by p(N; λ) defined in (21) 




























                                                             
(22) 
THEORM 3.1.1 Suppose ,0,),...,,( ,~,,,~,,2,~,,1  nkmnrkmnkmn kXXXX nnn is a known GOS sample and an unknown 











 both are from the same population GPD, Then the 100τ% Bayesian 
prediction bounds for the s
th
 GOS Zs, 1≤ s≤ N are obtained by solving the following equations with respect to t: 
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where  
























 and T 1 .                                       (24) 
Proof  Substituting (zs|x) obtained in (14) into (22) and then evaluating   Pr( zs> t|x ) for some t and hence the theorem 




when the future sample is OOS 
  The Bayes predictive bounds of the future OOS zs when the sample size is distributed as a Poisson distribution is 
obtained by putting K=1 and M=0 in (23)  
 
 






























































    (25) 
where                Ns = N- s+1.                                                                                                             (26) 
3.1.3 Bayesian prediction bounds of progressively type-II censored order statistics 
        For progressively Type-II censored order statistic sample when random sample size N is having a Poisson 
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3.2 When N has a binomial distribution 
       Here we assume that, the sample size N has a binomial distribution b(N; N*; p) with pmf given by 




















       
                                              (28) 
Replacing ν(N) in (20) by b(N; N
*
; p) defined in (28), we get 
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THEORM 3.2.1 Suppose ,0,),...,,( ,~,,,~,,2,~,,1  nkmnrkmnkmn kXXXX nnn is a known GOS sample and an unknown 











 the two samples are from the same population GPD, Then the 100τ% 
Bayesian prediction bounds for the s
th
 GOS Zs, 1≤ s≤ N are obtained by solving the following equations with respect to t: 
           
 
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Proof  Substituting (zs|x) obtained in (14) into (29) and then evaluating   Pr( zs> t|x ) for some t and hence the theorem 
follows.                                                                                                                                             ■  
3.2.2 Bayesian prediction
 
when the future sample is OOS 
         The Bayes predictive bounds of the future OOS zs when the sample size is distributed as a binomial distribution is 
obtained by putting K=1 and M=0 in (30)  
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3.2.3 Bayesian Prediction Bounds of progressively Type-II censored order statistics 
           For progressively Type-II censored order statistic zs when the random sample size N having a binomial distribution, 
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4. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
     In this section, Bayesian two-sample prediction bounds for the sth future observation in samples of ordered statistic, 
progressively type-II censored and upper record samples with fixed and random sample sizes are obtained when the 
given sample is an ordinary ordered statistics. 
(1) For arbitrary given values of the prior parameters (α, β) = (1, 0.1), we generate θ using (7). 
(2)  Using generated θ = 0.209633 obtained in step (1), we generate two samples of order statistics from GPD given in (1) 
with σ = 0.1 and 0.5 and sample size n = 20. The two generated samples are {0.00508552, 0.0126332, 0.0156405, 
0.0172508, 0.026927, 0.0300092, 0.048717, 0.0490063, 0.0495334, 0.0642638, 0.0669125, 0.0743327, 0.0773543, 
0.0848635, 0.0955009, 0.108275, 0.112579, 0.118333, 0.161378, 0.205822} and {0.00049019, 0.0048263, 0.00487353, 
0.00513226, 0.00530827, 0.00631538, 0.00753004, 0.00824338, 0.00830022, 0.00887286, 0.0092671, 0.0103991, 
0.0134561, 0.014651, 0.0199454, 0.0201259, 0.0236925, 0.0290986, 0.031884, 0.0345258}.  
(3) Taking the number of observed order statistics is r = 15 and 17,using Mathematica-8 via the routine NSolve the 90% 
and 95% BPI for the future OOS observation zs:N , s=1, 2 and 3 by evaluating (17) with respevt to t, are obtained and are 
shown in Table 1, the future progressive type II order statistic zs:N , s=1, 2 by evaluating (18), these are given in Table 5 
and the future upper record observation zs:N , s=1, 2 by evaluating (16) ,The results are shown in Table 3. 
(4) For sample size N having Poisson distribution with λ = 0.65, we construct 90% and 95% predictive intervals for the 
future OOS observation zs:N,  s=1, 2 by (25),  Table 2 represents these results and the future observation based on 
progressive type-II censoring statistics zs:N, s=1, 2   by evaluating (27), these are given in Table 6. 
5. With sample size N having binomial distribution )6.0;7;(Nb , the 90% and 95% predictive intervals for the future 
observation OOS observation zs:N , s=1, 2, were obtained and shown in Table 4 and the future observation based on 
progressive type II censoring statistics zs:N, s=1, 2   by evaluating (32), Table 7 shows these results.  
Remark 4.1 From Tables 1- 7, it is noticed that the width of the Bayesian predictive interval increases by increasing σ 





















Table 1 : BPI of the OOS Zs in case of fixed  sample size 
r s 
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Table 2:  BPI of OOS Zs in case of  N having  Poisson distribution 
r s 

























































































Table 3: BPI of the record value Zs  in case of fixed  sample size 
r s 
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Table 4 : BPI of OOS Zs in case of  N having binomial distribution 
r s 

























































































Table 5: BPI of Zs progressive type II censoring in case of fixed  sample size 
r s 
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Table 6: BPI of Zs progressive type II censoring  in case of  N is having  Poisson 
distribution 
r s 































































Table 7: BPI of Zs progressive type II censoring  in case of  N is having  binomial 
distribution 
r s 
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